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Massage of the Mind
The ‘Site Seeing Zoom’ performance erases the
boundary between theatre performance and
pictorial art fetched from the Internet. The
performance is innovative and deeply fascinating
in all its cool distance from the audience.
As always in Kirsten Dehlholm’s performances,
the visual plays an important role – and this time
she really puts her audience to the test. Not least
as a result of her partner in the performance: the
digital art association Crosscross, which is
responsible for the visual side of things.
‘If you can’t beat them join them,’ would seem to
be the point of departure for the performance,
where everyday images from the Internet are
used as a tool, narrative form and background for
the entire narration, instead of fire being
concentrated on public enemy number one –
living theatre. A visionary dramatic viewpoint in
itself.
The most impressive thing, however, it not the
considerable technical capacity as much as the
magnetic field that exists between the choice of
images and text. Because it is this cross-field
that the performance really strikes home. By
virtue of a fine, innovative mixing of the visual
impression and the textual content, the ‘Site
Seeing Zoom’ performance places itself
somewhere between dream and reality, between
informative talent and the unfathomable in the
grey universe of the human psyche.

BY LARS WREDSTRØM
Site Seeing Zoom
‘Kanonhallen’ in Copenhagen
Monday-Saturday at 8 p.m.
Performances until 21 April 2001

The performance is a 66-minute trip as you walk
round the darkened Kanonhal while disconnected
images and text sequences are flung around
three-dimensionally in the theatre space. In this
positively created inferno the sole actor of the
piece performs a mime, while he does a cat-walk
around the two large performance screens that
have been set up in a cross-formation. The 32
poems by Morten Søndergaard are recited in
English through loudspeakers by four voices.
All the texts have to do with time and memory,
like some sort of modern stream of
consciousness technique à la James Joyce. The
performance does not, then, consist of
progressive action; rather, it is chopped up into a
long series of visual and audible passages that
one should allow oneself to be inspired by
without any form of mental processing.
In that way, the performance is pure massage of
the mind’s unconscious, in its juxtaposition of
text and image. On the face of it, this might
appear arrogant, for the product operates entirely
on its own and not on the audience’s premises.
But do not be deceived, for ‘Site Seeing Zoom’ is
the opposite of ‘The Emperor’s New Clothes’.
We think we are standing there with fragments
of nothing, but suddenly completely new
perspectives open up via the juxtapositions – and
one is utterly captivated. This performance will
become a cult.

